CHANGE YOUR
BUSINESS PERSPECTIVE

NEW DAILY
THE MINIBUS THAT WILL CHANGE
YOUR BUSINESS PERSPECTIVE
Once again, the Daily Minibus is ahead of the pack, anticipating your needs to future-proof
your business.
The Daily Minibus is designed to help you move your passengers sustainably.
Throughout its 40-year history, the Daily has continuously made advances to always provide
a first-class environment for driver and passengers. True to its heritage, it raises the travelling
and driving experience to the highest levels in the industry.
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RUN YOUR BUSINESS
WITH POWER AND EFFICIENCY
The Daily’s focus on efficiency delivers a further step towards zero-carbon transport hand in hand with fuel economy that will
benefit your bottom line and the top-class performance you need to complete your mission effectively. Design improvements
and longer oil change intervals will reduce your maintenance costs, adding to your profitability.
The Daily Minibus is the only vehicle in its category to use industrial-original Diesel engines, which are optimized for heavy use,
and can achieve high mileages whilst maintaining maximum efficiency: the 2.3-litre F1A engine with rated power 126 hp and the
3.0-litre heavy-duty F1C engine, offered in 2 different power ratings in Diesel version (146 hp and 170 hp).
The 3.0-litre engine is also available in a Compressed Natural Gas version, which results in a clean-running and remarkably quiet vehicle.

DAILY HI-MATIC. ABSOLUTE DRIVING PLEASURE.
Drive in comfort with the first 8-speed automatic gearbox.
Drive safely as you stay focused on the traffic and driving conditions
with the ergonomic multifunctional shift lever, and enjoy absolute
driving pleasure.
Power your business with best-in-class performance.
At the top of the range, the Daily HI-MATIC with the 3.0-litre F1C
engine delivers a powerful 170 hp with 430 Nm torque.
Sustainable driving pleasure powered by Natural Gas.
The HI-MATIC absolute driving pleasure is available across the
Daily Natural Power range, offering all the performance, efficiency
and comfort benefits of the Daily HI-MATIC together with the
sustainability and low TCO of IVECO’s Natural Power technology.
On top of this, the Daily Minibus equipped with HI-MATIC automatic
gearbox, can be fitted with an electronic retarder, a winning
combination which enhances safety on hilly and mountainous roads.
Electronic control allows for two operating modes, which are
functional to the specific mission needs:
+ ECO – for smooth, low-speed gear shifting to enhance comfort
and keep fuel consumption low.
+ POWER – for faster, higher speed gear shifting to achieve more
precise gear engagement and a sporty driving style.

2.3-litre F1A Diesel engine

3.0-litre F1C Diesel engine

2.3-litre F1A engine

3.0-litre F1C Compressed Natural Gas engine

3.0-litre F1C engine

NEW DAILY ENGINE & GEARBOX
Emission

Engine

Max power (hp)

Max torque (Nm)

Gearbox

EURO 3/4

F1C 3 litre

146

350

Manual

F1A 2.3 litre

126

320

HI-MATIC

F1C 3 litre

170

430

HI-MATIC

F1C Natural Power

136

350

Manual / HI-MATIC

EURO 5
EURO 6
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SAFETY
ENJOY SAFE, STRESS-FREE DRIVING
The Daily Minibus makes significant advances on the path towards Safety with an unbeatable set of safety features. These features are at your service: they enable you to fully focus
on your job, which requires an increasing degree of multitasking, in full safety. They reduce the risk of accidents on motorways, help you in tricky situations and take the stress away
in heavy traffic - to the benefit of your quality of life on board and of your business.

Steering wheel Controls

Air Conditioning

Disc Brakes

Studies prove that a comfortable driving environment contributes to driver concentration and improved road safety.
The standard fitment manual air conditioning ensures that the driver can control the internal environment irrespective
of the season or outside conditions thus improving productivity and safety.
Unlike after-market solutions the standard fitment system is fully and seamlessly integrated with your vehicle
for long and trouble free service.
Disc brakes provide very good and reliable brake performance because they have good
heat dissipation characteristics and self-adjustment as the brake shoes wear down.

ESP

ESP® is always on and enabled. A microcomputer monitors the signals from the ESP sensors
and checks 25 times a second, whether the driver's steering input corresponds
to the actual direction in which the vehicle is moving. If the vehicle moves in a different
direction ESP detects the critical situation and reacts immediately – independently of the driver.
It uses the vehicle's braking system to stabilize the vehicle.
With these selective braking interventions ESP generates the desired counteracting force,
so that the car reacts as the driver intends. ESP not only initiates braking intervention,
but can also reduce engine torque to slow the vehicle.
So, within the limits of physics, the car is kept safely on the desired path.

Trailer Sway Mitigation

The vehicle detects the presence of a trailer and adjusts the ESP control logic appropriately
to maintain control of the trailer. This is achieved by a combination of individual brake application
to the four wheels and regulation of engine output.

Hill Holder
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Improves road safety by allowing the driver to use his phone without taking his eyes off the road
or his hands off the steering wheel.

Acts on the vehicles braking system to prevent the vehicle from rolling when starting off on an incline.
This relieves the driver, simplifies the job and consequently reduces driver fatigue.
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ON-BOARD LIVING AND DRIVING EXPERIENCE
TECHNOLOGY AT YOUR SERVICE
The Daily Minibus uses technology to provide a superior driving experience and the perfect working environment.
Life on board is easier, more comfortable and more productive than ever.
SUPERIOR DRIVING COMFORT AND ERGONOMICS
The Daily Minibus’ entire steering system has been redesigned to give you the on-board living experience of a passenger car. You can make both axial and angular adjustments to
the steering wheel and set up the perfect driving position for better comfort and ergonomics. The smaller, leather multifunctional steering wheel puts a wide range of controls at
your fingertips and leaves more leg room, adding to your overall comfort.
EASY, CLEAR INTERACTION
The new high-resolution colour display cluster provides a user-friendly,
intuitive interface that makes it extremely easy to interact with your Daily
Minibus and access in real time all the key settings and information you need to
get the best from your vehicle.
HI-CONNECT: THE NEW INFOTAINMENT SYSTEM
The Daily Minibus features a user-friendly infotainment system with a 7"
screen, DAB Radio, voice recognition, TomTom® car and truck navigation
system, and rear camera display.
You can easily bring your digital life on board with Apple CarPlay and Android
Auto™, which enable you to mirror your device and enjoy your apps in full
safety while driving.
HIGH VISIBILTY LED LIGHTS
The new full LED lights significantly improve visibility and obstacle perception
by 15% with a much sharper beam that carries further. While making a strong
design statement you will also enjoy savings on your Total Cost of Ownership,
as the LED lights have an extremely long life. No distractions, no effort.
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THE DAILY MINIBUS GETS THE JOB DONE WITH STYLE
The Daily Minibus has always been popular for its looks – and with the new Daily Minibus, design always goes hand in hand with function. It has been designed with attention to
detail, and every element serves a purpose. With your new Daily Minibus, you go about your business, completing your people transport mission efficiently and profitably!

STYLISH AND FUNCTIONAL DASHBOARD
The elegant dashboard with its sweeping lines and the new high-resolution colour display cluster
and the HI-CONNECT multifunctional screen positioned at the centre puts all the information
and controls you need within easy reach.
HI-CONNECT
The new HI-CONNECT infotainment with 7" screen makes it easy to mirror your device with Apple CarPlay
and Android Auto™ and bring your digital life on board.
HIGH VISIBILITY LED
The new full LED lights make a strong design statement while significantly improving visibility,
with a sharper beam that carries further. You will also enjoy savings on your Total Cost of Ownership,
as the LED lights have an extremely long life.
COST-SAVING DESIGN: 3-PIECE BUMPER
Bumpers are easily damaged on urban missions and in busy traffic, and the cost of repairing them can build
up. The modular 3-piece design means that you don’t always have to replace the entire bumper:
in 90% of cases only the damaged section is replaced, with consequent significant savings on repair costs.
NEW FRONT GRILLE
The new, wider front grille increases ventilation while protecting the engine and radiator. The new hot
stamping process makes it tough and extremely durable.
EXCELLENT COMFORT
The Daily Minibus offers a wide range of solutions in terms of passenger comfort: attractive interior design,
air conditioning and diffusion systems delivering an outstanding comfort.
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ENDLESS OPPORTUNITIES
A DAILY MINIBUS FOR EVERY NEED
The extensive range of the Daily Minibus is able to meet a wide variety of requirements for different passenger transport missions:
Tourist mission for traveling with comfort and style, intercity mission with a category-leading passengers capacity, shuttle buses, commuter buses, staff buses and school
buses that offer the best in class safety features.
The new Daily Minibus is available with a wide range of wheelbases, gross vehicle weights, different power outputs, gearboxes, suspensions and heights. Combined with
multiple bus configurations available ex-factory or locally adapted with our bodybuilding partners the right Daily Minibus is ready to deliver, whatever the mission.
SUSTAINABLY POWERFUL
The Daily Minibus is more powerful and environmentally friendly with the up to 170 hp Diesel engine, and is also available in Natural Power.
THE STYLISH COMFORT OF A DAILY JOURNEY
With the innovative styling of the exterior and customisable interiors, passengers travel in a stylish environment enjoying luxurious comfort.
UNLIMITED VERSATILITY
The extensive line-up of the Daily Minibus, which can carry up to 25 passengers, means there is a model for every people transport mission:
- Tourist mission for travelling with comfort and style
- Intercity mission with a category-leading passenger capacity
- Commuter mission for quick, convenient and comfortable travel
- Staff transport for tailor made safe and reliable travel
- Shuttle buses for airport and hotel services
- School buses specifically designed for student transport

35S

50C

65C

35S to 65C

LENGTH (mm)

5598

7168

7538

5598/7168/7538

WHEELBASE (mm)

3520

4100

4100L

3520/4100/4100L

123 - 170 hp Diesel

150 - 170 hp Diesel

150 hp Diesel

136 hp CNG

up to 14

up to 22

up to 25

up to 25

MANUAL / HI-MATIC

MANUAL / HI-MATIC

MANUAL / HI-MATIC

MANUAL / HI-MATIC

ENGINE
PASSENGERS
GEARBOX
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READY TO DELIVER
Best in class standard configuration (including front air conditioning, radio with Bluetooth telephony and steering wheel controls, driver and front passenger airbags) delivers
unrivalled safety and value for money. The legendary Daily ladder frame chassis and tried and tested drivetrain provide a solid foundation that ensures many years of reliable low
cost service and unmatched productivity.
- Standard overhead luggage racks
- Standard 2 point Seat belts; 3 points seat belts (Optional)
- Class leading 3.5 ton trailer towing capacity
- 2 year unlimited km warranty
- Fully customisable interiors

3520L

Commuter 13 +1 with Luggage
compartment

4100
Commuter 22 +1

Semi-Lux 18 +1

4100L

Commuter 25 + 1 with lowered luggage compartment (2m³)

Commuter 25 +1

Semi-Lux 20+1
Wheelchair access configurable for up to 6 wheelchairs

Passenger seat
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Cab passenger seat

Driver Seat

Raised seats
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A DAILY FOR EVERY BUSINESS
A COMPLETE RANGE FOR PASSENGER TRANSPORT
The Daily range offers a wide variety of enhancements and versatility for body building, featuring an extensive choice of solutions and load capacity ranging from 4.5 to 7.2 tonnes.
It is the ideal base for building a Minibus thanks to its outfitting simplicity and the exceptionally robust truck-derived chassis, its heavy-duty and durable transmission
and the HI-MATIC 8-speed automatic gearbox.
In addition, the 3.0-litre engine in Diesel and CNG models ensures outstanding reliability.
The Daily chassis offer for bodybuilders includes the chassis cowl, the stripped chassis cowl, the cut away and the cab versions with GVW up to 7.2 tonnes.
The Daily windowed and panel van offer for bodybuilders includes different wheelbases: 3520, 3520L, 4100, 4100L.
IVECO BUS continue to strengthen the Daily Minibus offering with its network of Certified bodybuilder under the BUSMASTER program, the international platform dedicated
to the passenger transport bodies and conversions based on IVECO BUS vehicles, guaranteed by our certified BUSMASTER bodybuilders. With ready-to-use chassis and vans,
IVECO BUS meets every requirement for passenger transport, while offering customized after-sales service and quality thanks to its network of certified coachbuilders.
To discover more visit www.busmaster.com

DAILY BLUE POWER
The Daily Blue Power range refers to commercial vehicles and minibuses powered by alternative tractions.

SUSTAINABILITY CHAMPION
For people transport, Daily Blue Power covers a wide variety of missions: shuttle buses in central urban environments, students transport and line services. The attractive design of
the blue font grill makes Blue Power minibuses immediately recognizable.
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BEST COMFORT AND SAFETY
The exclusive 8-speed HI-MATIC automatic gearbox is designed to ensure maximum
performance, minimal running costs, unbeatable comfort and superior gear changes,
along with reduced fuel consumption.

UNRIVALLED PERFORMANCE
Thanks to its sustainable Natural Power technology, the Daily Minibus Natural Power
delivers the same performance and transient response as its Diesel equivalent.The 3.0 litre
engine, with its 136 hp and the best-in-class 350 Nm torque, can tackle all missions.

NO LIMITS IN URBAN AREAS
The dramatic reduction in noise level -4 dB lower than its Diesel equivalent – makes it
an extremely quiet and clean-running vehicle, which is great benefit in urban areas with
low emission zones.

OUTSTANDING FUEL ECONOMY
The Daily Minibus Natural Power benefits from the significantly lower pump price
of CNG, which results in very competitive cost per km, up to 35% savings compared
to Diesel.
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ELEMENTS

IVECO SERVICES

PICK THE SERVICES THAT PERFECTLY MATCH YOUR BUSINESS

IVECO

The Daily Minibus offers an extensive range of services that can be tailored to your precise requirements to keep your
vehicle running in top form and your business operating with a healthy bottom line.

0800 116 967
Assistance Non-Stop

The Daily Minibus introduces an entirely new level of customisation through connectivity. The real-time vehicle data it
provides enables us to offer you bespoke maintenance plans based on the real use of your Daily Minibus – a perfect
match to your business.
Alternatively, our Elements range offers the extreme ﬂexibility that enables you to choose the combination of Planned
Maintenance and Extended Warranty services for your business, and further enrich your package with the Additional
Coverage elements.

The major “elements” making up the offer (Maintenance, Drive line, Extra drive line, Wear) can be combined together in
order to create the contract that perfectly suits your business. The table below summarises all the possible combinations:

MAINTENANCE
- Maintenance
- Lubrification
- Oil and ﬂuid changes
according to the maintenance
and repair handbook

DRIVE LINE

PLANNED MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS
MAINTENANCE

DRIVE LINE

EXTRA
DRIVE LINE

ELEMENTS:
INCLUSIONS / EXCLUSIONS
WEAR

For inclusions / exclusions please refer to
contractual documents relevant to your
Market.

-

Engine
Fuel injection
Gearbox
Propeller shaft and axle repairs

IVECO CAPITAL is the financial
services brand of IVECO and offers a
full range of financing, leasing, rental
and ancillary services for commercial
vehicles - extended warranty,
maintenance and repair services, and
various types of insurance can be
included in the pack.

IVECO ASSISTANCE NONSTOP is just a phone call away 24
hours a day, 7 days a week to keep
your Daily Minibus and your business
running.

All financial packs can be tailored to the customers’ needs and apply to all types of
vehicles - new or used, and conversions.
IVECO CAPITAL provides customers with professional advice to select the financial
product that is the best match for their business financial and fiscal requirements.
For more information, please contact your IVECO dealer.

CROSS BORDER IVECO ASSISTANCE NON-STOP
+27 011 243 8136 or +2711 911 8824

IVECO FAN SHOP
You can choose from a range of IVECO
work and leisure clothes, stationery and gadgets at your dealership or at the IVECO
online store www.ivecofanshop.com.

IVECO GENUINE PARTS will keep
your Daily Minibus running reliably
during its long years at your service and cost efficiently. The wide offering
ranges from new and remanufactured
parts to servicing kits and telematics
solutions. IVECO operates a network of 7 Parts depots and uses advanced
technologies to guarantee 24/7 deliveries across Europe.

EXTRA DRIVE LINE
- Components not
already covered
by the drive line element
e.g. Electrical System

WEAR
-
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Clutch
Brake pads
Brake discs
Brake drums
Brake linings for drum brakes

IVECO BUS is a brand of CNH Industrial N.V., a global leader in the capital goods sector that, through its various businesses, designs, produces and sells agricultural and construction equipment, trucks, commercial
vehicles, buses and specialty vehicles, in addition to a broad portfolio of powertrain applications. It also distributes high performance genuine parts for all CNH Industrial Commercial Brands.
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This literature has been published for worldwide circulation. The standard and optional equipment and the availability of individual models may vary from one country to the next.
IVECO BUS reserves the right to under take modifications without prior notice to the design and technical equipment at all times without this resulting in any obligation whatsoever
to make such modifications to units already sold. Illustrations may show optional equipment or may not show all standard equipment. Bts Adv. - Printed in Italy - (Turin)
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